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1. Introduction. In the last decade, starting with the work of Harder, much
attention has been devoted to the cohomology of arithmetic subgroups of
SL(2, k) when k is a number field with nice arithmetic properties--for example,
a totally real or a quadratic imaginary field. (Notable results are due in particular
to Harder, Grunewald, Schwermer, Rohlfs, and most recently to LabesseSchwermer [12], to whom we refer for bibliographical information).
In particular, in many instances, these authors prove the existence of cuspidal
cohomology (a concept due to Eichler and Shimura) when the arithmetic subgroup is deep enough.
The purpose of this note is to prove the existence of cuspidal cohomology for
deep arithmetic subgroups of SL(2, k), when k is any number field.
To describe our result, we use the following notation. If a is a complex vector
space, we denote by A’a (A ct)i Z the graded vector space such that A a is the
i-th exterior product of a (0 < < dim a) and is equal for 0 for other values of i.
(If a (0}, it is natural to set A*a C in degree 0, 0 elsewhere). We write
A’-" ct for the graded vector space defined by (A’-mct)i Ai-m ct. Finally, we use
the notation X’(R) Y" for the usual tensor product of graded vector spaces.
Assume now that k is a number field with r real places and r2 complex places.
Tn.ORM 1. (i) Assume F is a congruence subgroup of SL(2, k). Then the
cuspidal cohomology Husp(F, C) is a finite sum of terms of the form
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In particular, for F deep enough, Husp(F,
C)
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is nontrivial in the range
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Of course part (i) is well known. It decomposes
form
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